Testimonials
We would rate Pets First Diane’s Priority Pet Care a 5 Star
rating. Diane Mead of “Pets First” is an excellent service
provider and a lifesaver in our household. Diane comes
into our house a couple days a week to take care of Lucky &
Lucy and she delivers above & beyond the call of duty. She
is dependable and follows through on what she commits to.
Having Diane as a member of our pet care team gives us a big peace of mind.
We are a two career family with two small dogs (Lucy & Lucky). Due to our busy work
schedule that occasionally requires international travel, we believe it is important to have
a care provider check in our small pups mid-day during the week to give them a break
from monotony and a chance to stretch their legs. While Diane is with the 2L’s, she
brushes their teeth and gives them their healthy snacks. Diane’s visit is an important part
of the day for Lucky & Lucy. One of the things I especially value about Diane is that she
takes the time to write me a short note summarizing her visit and noting any behavior by
the dogs that I might want to know about.
We especially appreciate the flexibility Diane provides. Sometimes I need to travel to Asia
and this makes for a very long day for our puppies when I am not at home with them in
the early mornings. During these times Diane will often double up and make the trek to
visit our puppies twice in one day for several days in a row.
Diane has become a treasured friend and family member. Without her we would not be
able to keep our puppies in the happy state they enjoy. We count her as a blessing every
day. We recommend her services 100%. We have absolute confidence in her experience
of working with dogs and trust her in our house. We feel very lucky to have found Pets
First!!! (recommended by our vet.).
Sincerely
Randy & Rebecca Lynch-Wilmot

